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Abstract
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This project develops a nonlinear microwave 6. Nominal and statistical optimization of the
computer aided design tool named TEFLON which driving point impedances presented to the
analyzes and optimizes a MESFET and its lin- MESFET.
ear embedding circuit. The KT-MESFET model
is a process oriented, physically based MESFET The remainder of this report is organized as fol-

model formulated in the time domain [1, 2]. A lows. Section 2 details the software engineering

harmonic balance algorithm interfaces the KT- undertaken to more fully utilize the KT-MESFET
MESFET model to the embedding circuit. Unlike model. The section begins by describing the soft-

other circuit simulation models, the KT-MESFET ware system created by Khatibzadeh. Improve-

model is based on the physical processes within ments and additions to the system are then de-
the device and not on empirically fitted functions tailed. In section 3, graphical output from the sim-

and parameters. The KT-MESFET model pro- ulator is presented. Section 3 also lists publications
vides accurate large-signal simulations given phys- produced by the author and others using TEFLON.

ically measurable quantities such as device dimen- Section 4 summarizes this report.

sions, semiconductor material constants, and chan-
nel donor atom distributions. TEFLON allows for
the nonlinear analysis and optimization of both the
MESFET and its linear embedding circuit. TEF-
LON's present harmonic balance implementation
requires all tones to be harmonically related - non-
commensurate frequency tones are not permitted.

Specifically, the author advances TEFLON in the
following areas:

1. Improvement of the formulation and numerical
behavior of the KT-MESFET model.

2. Integration of a GaAs process simulator,
SUPREM 3.5, to predict the nonlinear large-
signal performance of MESFET devices di-
rectly from process variables such as implant
dose and energy.

3. Simulation of load-puil contours for MESFET
devices with arbitrary doping profiles.

4. Simulation of the variation and sensitivity of
large-signal power amplifier figures-of-merit.

5. Nominal and statistical optimization of MES-
FET device designs with respect to physical
process variables.
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Chapter 2

Software Engineering

This work's starting point was the KT-MESFET Dsd

model with a harmonic balance simulator capable
of DC voltage and RF input power sweeps. The
software engineering then proceeded in a number - d

of directions. Improvements were made to the KT- O C
MESFET model. An improved nonlinear system Gate Drain
of equations solver was inserted for performing the i,

harmonic balance. A load-pull simulation option
was implemented. Sensitivity analysis capabilities
were added. Nominal and statistical device and
circuit optimization completed the software engi- Source
neering.

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of
Khatibzadeh-Trew large-signal MESFET model2.1 Khatibzadeh's Model and

Simulator vice, the physical constants of the semiconductor

The KT-MESFET model has features which make material, and the donor distribution beneath the

it unique relative to other MESFET models used gate metal. Other features of the intrinsic transis-

for circuit simulation [1, 21. The model provides tor solution are allowance for deviations in space

a computationally efficient solution of the semi- charge neutrality, carrier 2-D velocity vector, and

conductor device equations in the region directly avoidance of the abrupt depletion approximation.

under the gate. The result of the solution is the External to the intrinsic device region various ef-

device conduction current, a four element capaci- fects are modeled empirically. The primary nonlin-

tance matrix, and device time delay. A schematic ear effects are forward conduction of the gate Schot-
of the model is given in Figure 2.1 which shows the tky diode and gate to drain breakdown. Other ef-
relationship of the conduction current source, the fects of interest are the parasitic resistances, in-
capacitance matrix and the device time delay rela- ductances and capacitances associated with con-
tive to the intrinsic device terminals. Although the tacts and transport from the intrinsic region to the

capacitance matrix results from the quasi-static so- contacts, The f,rward conduction and gate-drain

lution for each Vd, - V. pair within the solution breakdown effects are modeled with piecewise lin-

space, the product of the capacitance matrix and ear diode models as shown in Figure 2.1. The

the time derivatives of Vi, and ' , models the de- parasitic elements were modeled as constant val-
vice displacement currents at the gate and drain ued resistors, inductors, and capacitors. Figure 2.2

terminals. The device time delay is modeled as shows the parasitic elements along with the intrin-
a source-drain time-of-flight delay which is applied sic MESFET block and the complete linear embed-
to the gate-source voltage. Application of the delay ding circuit which can be simulated.
to the gate-source voltage then models the delay as The simulator portion of Khatibzadeh's work was
charging time delay. The analysis of the region un- a harmonic balance algorithm for DC and RF sim-
der the gate is based on the dimensions of the de- ulations [3, 4, 5[. Postprocessing software gener-
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figures-of-merits. These problems are enumerated
- - -- -.--......----.- below:

, 1. device model Newton method failure.

2. discontinuity of device capacitance tables.

3. incorrect formulation of time delay Tdi as Id

P goes to 0.

4. excessive harmonic generation by piecewise
linear diode model.

Figure 2.2: Circuit topology of TEFLON harmonic 5. incorrect boundary of gate-drain breakdown

balance simulator showing the intrinsic MESFET region.

model, extrinsic parasitic elements, and linear em- 6. variables for specifying implanted donor distri-
bedding circuit. butions inadequate.

ated graphical results from the simulation. The These problems with the device model resulted
harmonic balance algorithm used the IMSL non- from a variety of causes. The causes of the New-

linear system of equations solver based on Powell's ton method failure were extrapolation of device

method [6]. The DC simulations allowed sweeping integrals beyond the interval on which integral

of both the VGS and Vos voltages over arbitrary is splined and the lack of a backtracking met-

ranges. For each applied VGS - VDs combination hod for guaranteeing correctness of the Newton

the DC voltages at the intrinsic nodes of the MES- step. The discontinuity of the capacitance tables
FET are adjusted so that the sum of the DC cur- results from discontinuous gate depletion thickness
rents at the gate and drain nodes are zero. For changes. The discontinuous depletion thickness
RF simulations, the available power from a single changes occurred on both the drain end of the gate
tone RF generator could be swept over an arbitrary depletion region. These discontinuities occurred as
tane Rf or couldedDC bias.Frea ept eranatrar the model transitions through modes A, B, and C
range for a fixed DC bias. For each generator power (see [1] for meaning of modes). The incorrect for-
level a harmonic balance is performed by adjusting mulation of rd was that rd went to infinity as Vs

sors of the gate-source and drain-source voltages approaches zero. This error resulted from incor-
until the sum of the current harmonic phasors at rectly modeling the time delay as the electron time-
those nodes goes to zero. Since the harmonic bat- of-flight from source to drain. Under the condition
those nodsgoet .nthe harm astandard1-D toon hal-for saturated electron velocity transport over the
ance algorithm used a standard 1-D FFT to convert etr itnefo oret riwihi oe

between time and frequency representations of the

waveforms at the gate and drain, only harmonics mode C operation, the time-of-flight model is ade-
quate. The time delay mechanism is a combinationof a single tone could be considered. The postpro- of the distributed nature of wave propagation onto

cessing software allowed plotting of DC I-V curves,
equivalent circuit parameter values as a function the gate fingers. capacitance charging times, and
equiasnt circuit pamer alues masurfucn electron time-of-flight from source to drain. The
of DC bias, and RF performance measures, such excessive harmonic generation by the piecewise fin-
as, power delivered to load and power added effi- earesioe moel g ra tes a t l p obe mear diode model aggravates a fundamental problem
ciency, versus power available from the generator with the harmnnic balance technique. During iter-or the power delivered to MESFET gate. ations of the harmnic balance sIutin. the MES-

FET model is unloaded and experiences no circuit
2.2 MESFET Model damping effects. The discontinuous diode model

causes the device current waveforms to have tran-
Improvement sients which cannot exist when the device is oper-

ating within the circuit, The incorrect boundary

Deficiencies with the formulation and numerical for the gate-drain breakdown region resulted from
behavior of the KT-MESFET model were found. assuming that the breakdown mechanism is chiefly
These problems initially caused harmonic balance avalanche breakdown. This assumption results in
failures and noise in the large-signal optimization the boundary being a line in the Vd - V., plane



along which l,'d is a constant. And finally, the tions solver, improved harmonic balance conver-
problem with implanted donor distribution vari- gence. The MK-SMWB algorithm is a Broyden
ables was that the peak doping density, range, and quasi-Newton method. The Sherman-Morrison-
straggle of the distribution were used. For a given Woodbury formula provides efficient computation
implant the range and straggle are not indepen- of the inverse Jacobian.
dent. The process variables which primarily deter-
mine the peak doping density, range, and straggle
are the implant energy and dose. 2.4 Load-Pull Simulations

The solutions applied to KT-MESFET problems
were improved numerical techniques and better for- A load-pull simulation characterizes the effect of
mulations. Under investigation of the device New- load impedance on various circuit performance
ton method failure, extrapolation beyond the com- measures (i.e., power delivered Lo the load, power
putation interval of device integrals was found to added efficiency, gain, etc.). We implemented a
represent physically unrealistic solutions. Simple load-pull algorithm for investigating these effects
hard limits on spline abscissa values caused extrap- on the power delivered to the load. During a load-
olation failures to cease. Insertion of an Arinijo pull, the lc,%d model is either a series RL or RC
backtracking method into the existing Newton met- circuit. The impedance and reactance of the load
hod improved convergence at device mode changes circuit L~t the fundamental frequency are the pull
and shortened convergence time for all points. Xe variables. TEFLON currenhty does not handle ar-
smoothed the device capacitance tables with a local bitrary harmonic load impedance pulls.
averaging algorithm. An improved formulation of The load-pull algorithm consists of two parts.
the capacitance values is needed to fix this problem. The first part is an optimization algorithm for lo-
The complete fix requires a reformulation of the cating the load resistance and reactance for which
model -- a long and difficult task relative to post- maximum power is delivered. The optimization al-
process smoothing. The capacitance values not at gorithm used is Powell's direction set method [9].
the mode A, B, and C transitions are however good During the optimization phase, the load resistance
estimates of the dynamic device capacitances. Un- and reactance are varied to maximize the output
der normal power amplifier DC bias and RF drive power deliveried to the load. The second part lo-
conditions, the linear operating region is not the cates contours of constant load output power by
first limiting mechanism encountered as the source searching along rays emanating from the point of
available power increases. The solution to the prob- maximum power transfer. This search is finding
lem of excessive harmonic generation by the diode the root of a nonlinear equation in one variable.
model was to model the diodes with a truncated The nonlinear function is the load output power
Taylor series expansion of the diode equation. The and the variable is the length of the ray. The an-
number of terms of the Taylor series should be less gle of the ray is changed to locate other points on
than or equal to the number of harmonics balanced. the contour. The root finding algorithm is the Van
Setting the gate-drain breakdown boundary as ar- Wijngaarden-Dekker-Brent method [9].
bitrary line in the V.j - V. plane provided an im-
proved phenomenological the breakdown model [7] .
Incorporating SUPREM 3.5, a GaAs process mod- 2.5 Sensitivity Analysis
eling program, provided better modeling of the im-
plant and other process variables [8]. This linkage Sensitivity analysis characterizes the effect of de-
of SUPREM 3.5 and TEFLON extends the useful- vice or circuit parameter changes upon some oper-
ness of both programs greatly. ating figure-f-merit (FO.ML. Sen-itivitv is usually

defined as 1P

2.3 Harmonic Balance Algo- .5_ pOF 8InF Fp O (21)
rithm Improvement F ap 09 In p

where F is the FOM and p is the parameter.
The KT-MESFET model problems caused har- This definition providts a scale free value for the
monic balance failure and erroneous calculations sensitivity. Sensitivity analysis allows evaluation
of figure-of-merit during optimization. Develop- the tolerance of a design's performance due to var-
ment of MK-SMWB, a nonlinear system of equa- iation in circuit components.
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TEFLON computes the sensitivity of a given 2. Unconstrained Broyden, Fletcher, Goldfarb,
FOM versus the device or circuit parameters by and Shanno (BFGS) code [14].
a perturbation method. A parameter sweep gener-
ates the change in the FOMs of interest. A Hermite 3. Projected gradient without variable gradient
spline provides interpolation of the FOM and its step size (PGSD) [14].
partial derivative. 'he variation and sensitivity of
the FOM are output to the standard output from 4. Bilbro tree based simulated annealing code (B-

tLe spline. TBSA) [15].

The optimization FOMs are grouped .nto four 5. the Gilmore-Kelley projected gradient steepest
categories: linear gain, FOMs associated with gain descent code with variable gradient step size
compression levels, FOMs associated with the max-
imum power added efficiency of the circuit, and (GK-PGSDVGS) [16].
FOMs associated with the maximum drain effi- 6. the Giimore-Kelley BFGS code with variable
ciency. For linear gain the only FOM is the linear gradient step size (GK-BFGSVGS) [16].
gain. For the 1 dB, 3dB, and 6dB gain compression
leve',: the FOMs are the circuit input power, out- 7. A symmetric rank one update (SR1) code [17].
put power, gain, and output power-gain product
at the gain compression level. For the maximum 8. A iymmetric rank one update code with vani-
power addied efficiency, the FOMs are the maxi- able gradient step (SR1VGS) [16].
mum power added efficiency and the input power,
output power, gain, and output power-gain product The requirements on our optimizers are that they

at the maximum pov er added efficiency. And for be a constrained optimizers, tha they be robust in
the maximum drain efficiency, the FOMs are the the prescence of multiple basins, and that they be-

same as those for the maximum power added effi- have well under conditions of large noise amplitude.
ciency with the exception that maximum drain ef- Penalty functions on calculated variables are neces-

ficiency replaces maximum power added efficiency. sary to allow computation of optimization FOMs.

A further perturbation of the available FOMs is The penalty function variables are the pinch-off
that either the power available from the source or voltage (Vp.), the conditioa that the MESFET not
the power delivered to the MESFET can be con- deliver power to tht linear input network, and the

sidered to be the input power. gain at the maximum power added efficiency. Con-

The KT-MESFET model optimization parame- strained codes are necessary because many device

ters are numerous and are not listed here (see [11]). and circuit parameters cannot assume certain va-
The linear circuit optimization parameters are the ues. Robustness is necessary due to the numerical
harmonic impedances of the blocks labeled geni, noise and the possibility of multiple basins in the

Z1o.d, Z, and Yn, in Figure 2.2. FOMs. The numerical noise was initially an unfor-
tunate reality. KT-MESFET model development
eliminated much of the noise, but the noise still

2.6 Nominal and Statistical defeats most optimizers.
Optimization The LM-LMS code did not work because opti-

mization of a single error measure or FOM is not a

Nominal optimization improves the performance of LMS formulation. The BFGS code failed because

a single device or amplifier circuit. Statistical op- setting gradient step size to root machine preci-

timization seeks to improve the performance of an sion gives information only on FOM local struc-

ensemble of devices or circuits which result from ture. The algorithm is known to converge only to
fabricating a nominal design. For nominal opti- near local minima. The PGSD cde failed because

mization, TEFLON uses a single FOM from those it is unconstrained and also finds only local min-

listed in section 2.6. For statistical optimization, ima. The B-TBSA code. while being slow, was con-

TEFLON maximizes the design parametric yield, strained and could handl FOM noise and multiple

Both nominal and statistical optimization use minima. The GK-PGSDVGS code was the most

the same optimization algorithm. Several ,uti- successful. Decreasing the gradient step, using a

mization algorithms were implemented and tested: backtracking method, and checking for optimiza-
tion over all scales enable the GK-PGSDVGS code

1. Levenberg-Marquardt least mean square (LM- to find minima in the presence of even imp:"sive
LMS) code. [12, 13, 14]. type noise. Convergence becomes markedly slower



and less probable under impulsive or strong numer-
ical noise. The GK-BFGSVGS code can withstand
the noise, but it does not give a speed up over
GK-PGSDVGS. The SRI code provides robustness
when the optimization FOM exhibits negative cur-
vature. SRI does not give the expected speedup
over the GK-PGSDVGS code. And, SR1 does not
behave better than GK-PGSDVGS in the presence
of noise. SRIVGS code does navigate the noise,
but it also does not give the expected speedup over
the GK-PGSDVGS code.
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Chapter 3

TEFLON Results

This section details TEFLON results with graphs
and publications derived from TEFLON. Device ue nits

Postprocessing software generates plots form paraxne-
tabular TEFLON data in the standard output. Ex- ter

ample TEFLON data plots are given in this section peak dop- 2.1 x 10"' cm - 3

and are listed below: ing
range 0.075 pm

1. DC I-V curves with VDS as the abscissa and rage .093 pm

VGS as a parameter. straggle 0.093 'Um
gate width 1000 Jm

2. DC small signal equivalent circuit elements gate 0.42 'pm
with VDS as the abscissa and VGS as a pa- length
rameter. D-G BD Vdsbd at VO 22 V

3. RF input power sweeps with Pou,, Gop. Gtran,, point
PAEop, PAEtran,, 77drain, HBerror versus either D-G BD 1.0 -___/V08

Pin,inc or Pin,dlv. slope

4. RF voltage and current waveforms.
Table 3.1: Parameter values for DC I-V data shown

5. RF active load line plots which is the sequence in Figure 3.1.

of Id-Vds data superimposed on the DC I-V

curves plotted with VDS as the abscissa.

the characteristics in the saturation region results
Seras. pfrom not modeling substrate current effects. The

measured data shows no gate-drain breakdown cur-

7. Load-pull contours on a Smith chart. rent.
Figure 3.2 shows a the RF performance of the

8. Variation and sensitivity of linear gain and device. The device is an ion implanted MESFET
large-signal FOMs versus MESFET and cir- with the following extracted parameter values given
cuit parameters. in rable 3.2. Excellent agreement exists between

simulated and measured data of the output power
9. 3-D plots of large-signal FOM surfaces. delivered to the load. the device ,perating gain,

10. Histograms of yield estimates. and the power added efficiency.
Figure 3.3 gives RF current and voltage wave-

Figure 3.1 shows a comparison of measured and forms for a class B power amplifier as the MESFET
simulated DC I-V curves [1]. the device is an input power increases. The ion implanted MES-
ion implanted MESFET with the parameter values FET parameter values are given in Table 3.3.
given in Table 3.1. The match is good in both the Figure 3.4 has IdvsVd, Lissajous curves, or dy-
linear and saturation regions. At the current knees, namic load line curves, superimposed on the device
the match deteriorates because the model does not DC I-V curves [18]. The device parameter values
account for thermal effects. The increased slope of are the same as given for Figure 3.3. The Liassajous

10



0 900
S I I I I __40. I I i I 0

300 1 70

0 20. 60W

.2V-2
10. 40

0.0 , 20
100 .4V -

-10. \L7.-r 0.00 5 -20. -10. 0.0 10. 20. 30.

0 Pin (dBm)

0 1 2 3 4

V V) Figure 3.2: Measured and simulated RF power
sweep results. Pin is the power delivered to the

Figure 3.1: Measured and simulated DC I-V curves. device.

Device Value Units
Device Value Units parame-

parame- ter

ter _ _ I 3peak dop- 1.6 x 10' cm - 3

peak dop- 1.0 X 10i T cm -  ing

ing range 0.079 pm

range 0.101 pm straggle 0.109 pm

straggle 0.153 Am gate width 1200 pm

gate width 1047 Am gate 0.5 pm

gate 0.496 Am length

length D-G BD Vdbd at V 12.6 V

D-G BD Vdbd at Vpo 12.6 V point I

point D-c; BD l.j 1( 1. 'g

D-G slope 1.0 t',/ Tg, slope

HB ft 5 GHz HBf 1  5 GHz

Table 3.2: Parameter values for RF input power Table 3.3: Parameter values for RF waveforms
sweep data shown in Figure 3.2. shown in Figure 3.3.
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Device Value Units
paramne-
ter
doping 1.0 X 1017 cm - 3

0.50 channel 0.3 m

thickness
0.4 -_gate width 1000 Izm

0.3C - gate 0.42 Am
length

0.20- D-G BD T'dbd at Vo 12.6 V

point

0.10- -D-G BD 1.0 t'do /1' o

slope
0.0HBf 5 GHz

-0.1

Table 3.4: Parameter values for RF load-pull data
00 shown in Figure 3.5."0.0 0.040 0.0W0 0.12 0.16 0.20

(a) curves are for the given RF drive levels with classA DC biasing. The two figures compare the effect

of load matching on Lissajous angle and area.

Figure 3.5 gives load-pull simulation results for
20. 1 uniform channel MESFET [19]. The device param-

eter values are given in Table 3.4.

The two figures compare the difference between
15. device when operated at linear RF drive levels and

when operated into gain compression. Before the
onset of gain compression the level contours of

10. power delivered to the load are circles as predicted
> by the linear theory. After the onset of gain com-

pression the level contours distort from circles, and
the conjugate match point moves towards the real

5.0 axis of load reflection coefficient.
Figure 3.6 are example plots of the variation and

sensitivity of large-signal FOMs [20]. The device

0.0 0 values not under analysis are those given for Fig-
0.0 0.040 0. O 0.12 0.16 0.2 ure 3.2. Figure 3.6a illustrates the effect of implant

.Inns) straggle variation on maximum power added effi-

ciency, Tmax. Note the well defined optimum in
(b) the maximum power added efficiency at 0.075 Itm.

Figure 3.6b shows how peak doping effects on r7max.

Figure 3.3: RF current and voltage waveforms for Again, lrma,, exhibits a optimum value. Figure 3.7a
differen3.3 RF rrien andevltag s for anionimplan plots O and its sensitivity versus the gate-draindifferent RF power drive levels for an ion implanted breakdown voltage. This figure is particularly in-
device optimized for maximum power added effi- teresting because increasing breakdown voltage be-
ciency at 5 GHz and biased class A. (a) Current yond 20 V does not improve the maximum ??,..
waveform (b) Voltage waveform obtainable. Figure 3.7b shows the effect on 1rmx of

gate width.
Figure 3.8 is 3-D graph of the linear gain FOM

surface. The plateau at the highest and lowest val-
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Figure 3.5: Load pull simulations of a uniform
Figure 3.4: Dynamic load line plots of ion im- channel MIESFET operated at 10 GHz with class
planted device operated at 10 GHz with class A A bias. (a) Linear operation at input power equal
bias. (a) Dynamic load lines for 50 0~ load. (b) to 5.6 dBm. (b) Gain compression operation at
Harmonically matched load, input power equal to 17.6 dBm
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Figure 3.6: Variation and sensitivity of TEFLON Figure 3.7: Variation and sensitivitv of TEFLON
large-signal figures-of-merit due to changes in de- large-signal figures-of-merit due to changes in de-
vice parameters. (a) Variation and sensitivity of vice parameters. (c) Variation and sensitivity of the
the maximum power added efficiency versus im- maximum power added efficiency versus gate-drain
plant straggle. (b) Variation and sensitivity of the breakdown voltage. (d) Variation and sensitivity
maximum power added efficiency versus peak chan- of the maximum power added efficiency versus gate
nel doping. width.
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m)

_101

Figure 3.8: Linear gain FOM response surface ver-
sus peak channel doping and implant range. N c

ues of range and peak doping is the Vpo penalty
function. The remainder of the surface is the lin-
ear gain. Note the numerical noise on the response
surface floor. This noise necessitates application of '- , I

robust optimizers. Small Signal Transducer Gain
Figure 3.9 shows several histograms of 1000 de-

vices for several nominal device designs with the Fgr .:Smltdhsorm f10 eie
same statistical model of process disturbances. The Figure 3.9: Simulated histograms of 1000 devices
3.9a design is clearly not optimum, and the FOM fabricated with the same statistical model of pro-
variance is small in that region of space. The 3.9b cess disturbances but different nominal designs. (a)
design corresponds to the device given in Table 3.4. an uotmA design (bi Deig ith etter
The 3.9c design is the result of a yield optimization ion with small-signal transducer gain threshold of
using peak channel doping, implant range, implant Ti
straggle, gate width, and gate length as optimiza-
tion variables. The pass-fail threshold for the yield
estimate was a small-signal transducer gain of 7.

Other results of this work are publications by the
author and others working on TEFLON [18, 22, 21,
23, 24, 25, 26].
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

A nonlinear microwave CAD tool, called TEF-
LON, for the analysis and optimization of power
amplifiers was developed. The tool provides DC
simulations, RF power sweep simulations, load-pull
level contours of output power delivered to the load,
sensitivity analysis of large-signal figures-of-merit,
and optimization of large-signal figures-of-merit
over the device and circuit parameter space. Ei-
ther nominal or statistical optimizations are avail-
able. The statistical optimization maximizes the
device parametric yield.

Graphical data is presented to illustrate TEF-
LON's analysis capabilities. These plots include
DC voltage sweep analysis, RF input power sweep,
RF large-signal waveforms as RF input power is
swept, dynamic load line plots, RF load-pull con-
tours of constant power delivered to the load,
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